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In the recent days most of the banking services are provided by the bank through 
different electronic channels. The financial services industry is experiencing rapid 
changes in services delivery and channels usage, and financial companies and users of 
financial services are looking at new technologies as they emerge and deciding 
whether or not to embrace them and the new opportunities to save and manage 
enormous time, cost and stress. There is no doubt about the favourable and manifold 
impact of technology on e-banking as pictured in this review paper, almost all banks 
are with the least and most access e-banking Technological equipments like ATMs 
and Cards.The technology helps the banks to reach their customers easily who are 
located in different areas. This study helps to know the impact of technology in recent 
days on banking services or products and also gives the clear picture about the 
difficulties faced by banking industry.  
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Information technology has created drastic transformation in banking industry. It has 
significant impact on financial institutions after liberalization and globalization 
process, since 1991.Technology has totally changed the way financial institutions 
business is done; it has widened the range of products, it has affected the productivity, 
profitability and efficiency of the banks to a greater extent and increasingly managing 
a good customer relationship. After IT act, 2000 Technology has bought drastic 
transformation in banking industry. The transformation of banking sector reform is 
strengthening the financial sector and constantly improving the functionality of 
financial market which a core objective of financial industry.  

In the year 1999, June information technology touched the borders of Indian financial 
institutions especially to banking sector when the world of IT kept wide open with 
introduction of Indian Financial Net. This Indian Financial Net included a wide area 
satellite based network, which used Very Small Aperture Terminals Technology. The 
Reserve Bank of India set it up with Institute for Development and Research in 
Banking Technology. Payment system was the first segment of banking industry to 
get benefited by introduction of information technology. This segment was fully 
mechanized by introducing Automated Teller Machine (ATM) and further made it 
more accessible with internet facility. The IT act, 2000 has giving a legal recognition 
to creation, transmission and retention of an electronic data. In addition to that 
detailed RBI guideline for Internet Banking is also providing for growth of Internet 
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Banking in India. RBI has also recommended implementation of centralized funds 
management system, which facilitates a centralized viewing of balance positions of 
the account holders across various accounts maintained at different locations of 
ReserveBank of India. The process was divided into two parts. At first centralized 
funds enquiry system to be made available to customers and secondly centralized 
funds transfer arrangement by 2003. Added to that in order to increase security on 
internet/online transaction, Government of India approved the Institute for 
Development and Research in Banking Technology as a Certification Authority for 
digital signatures. This facility has enhanced security in electronic fund transfer by 
implementation of digital signature by certified authority. Further Government of 
India took initiation of multiple applications of these smart cards under the 
supervision and guidance of Ministry of Communications and Information 
Technology.  

As explained above IT facilitates the introduction of new channels like Automated 
Teller Machines, Net Banking, Mobile Banking and the like. Further, IT has become 
such an integral part of banking industry that it is no longer possible for banks to 
manage their business without implementation of IT. As banks are increasingly 
interconnecting their computer systems across their branches in cities and other 
geographic locations with high-speed network infrastructure, and setting up local area 
and wide area networks and connecting them to the Internet. 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE:  

Rao: technology is changing the way business is done and it has created various 
avenues for doing the same work differently with most cost-effective manner.  

Awasthi & Sharma: The study says that advancement of technology has made 
change in banking business. Technology has transformed delivery channels by banks 
in retail banking and the study also explored about challenges in banking institution 
and its regulatory face. 

Verma: The study analysison the impact of IT on public sector banks and new private 
sector banks and observes that how IT is a threat for public sector banks whereas 
strength of new  private banks. New private banks are automated they are fully 
computerized and providing services on internet, banks like ICICI Banks and HDFC 
Bank are very active on this front and concentrating on Internet and e-Commerce. To 
attract the customers they offer their clientele a whole range of products under one 
roof and on the other hand public sector banks have to do a lot to improve their 
productivity and efficiency.  

Bhasin:Analyzed the impact of IT on financial sector. It has transformed the 
overlapping and repetitive systems and procedures, into a simple single key pressing 
technology resulting in speed, accuracy and efficiency of conducting business which 
enable them to step into the new activities.  

Solanki Singh Virender:“Risks in E-Banking and their management”, the study 
analyzed the risk factor in implement of online banking and how to manage such risk. 

Sabnani:analyzed the importance of ―Global Bankingǁ in India. The developments 
in IT and telecommunications are allowing international pooling of financial 
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resources thereby spreading the risk across more than one market. He feels that 
Universal Banking System will increase soon in India.  

3. RESEARCH DESIGN: 

The research study uses both Exploratory Research and Descriptive Research to 
accomplish the objective of the study. The research has selected random sampling 
technique as a design of this study; it is the most appropriate design to use in this 
study the study is based on generally how technology is impacting on banking 
industry, since the researcher decided the random sample size of the study i.e. 100 
bank customers who use e-banking. 

4. OBJECTIVES: 

• To know the effect / impact of technology on e-banking services. 
• To check the increase of sale of banking products and services after introduction of 

technology. 
• To determine the extent to which technology has contributed to customer 

satisfaction and banks performance. 
• To determine whether there is any increase in the level of efficiency and 

effectiveness of operations since introduction of e-technology in banking. 

5. HISTORY AND EVALUATION OF E-BANKING: 

The evaluation of e-banking can be summarized in four phases:At first in the early 
1980’s the modern e-banking was used in New York. It was offered only in banks in 
cities like Citibank and Chase Manhattan. The services were very basic like viewing 
bank statement and online payment of bills and to do so it required a computer 
terminal, a monitor and a telephone line.Actual revolution started in 1990’s, use of 
internet evolved in this era, people started owning personal computers and these were 
connected to dial-p hoe internet. The most comprehensive e-banking services were 
first offered by Sanford Federal Credit Union Bank in 1994. This technology made 
customers enjoy e-banking services 24/7 but still many did not appreciate as there was 
lack of identity theft, hackers and space to developing security features.Throughout 
2000’s online banking started to grow and customers started trusting online banking 
in the year 2001 Bank of America became the first bank to reach three million online 
banking customers. The facility covered most of the banking services range and we 
also had our first “on-line only” banking firms that offered better interest rates and 
more features to their clients taking advantage of the cost savings achieved by the 
“Digital Firm” business model. 

6. E- BANKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:  

6. i) Automatic Teller Machine (ATM): At first ATMs were designed to dispense a 
fixed amount of cash when a user inserted a specially coded card. On September 2nd, 
1969 the first ATM service was offered by Chemical Bank in Rockville Centre, New 
York to its customers. This was the revolutionary step taken by banking industry by 
eliminating the need to visit a bank for withdrawal. Later in 1980’s the ATM 
machines were widely accepted by users and it also provided many other banking 
transactions like deposit, account statement and request for cheque book. 
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6. ii) Internet Banking, Online Bankingand Web Banking: This enables the banks 
to partner with Universities and higher institutions of learning in handling admissions, 
registration, examination management, fees collection and results publication 
management.   

6. iii) Mobile Banking: It is a system which enables customers to accomplish their 
banking activities over mobile phone. This makes work simple, easy and quicker. 
Customers can make their transactions anywhere and anytime such as checking 
account balance, transaction enquiries, bill payment, stop checks, account verification, 
and electronic fund transfer.   

6. iv) Home Banking: Conducting banking transactions from home over telephone or 
on the internet is called home banking. Back in 1970 home banking was offered 
through touch-tone telephones for basic banking transactions. But it was not popular 
until internet access was widespread (1990s).  

6. v) E-Transfer and E-pay:It is a payment device which enables customers to 
perform activities like paying bills via credit/debit card or money transfer through 
mobile money service. 

6. vi) Telephone Banking: Telephone Banking is a media through which customers 
can assess and link bank computer centre through telephone lines. The services 
include account balance, bill payments money transfer and change of pin. 

6. vii) Point of sales (POS) system: A point of sales is the point where transaction is 
finalized i.e., the moment were customer tenders payment in exchange of goods and 
services. POS machine is a payment device that allows credit/debit cardholders to 
make immediate payment at the outlet. 

6.viii) Digital Television Banking: Enables customers to conduct banking business 
with television and TV set-up box as the terminal and remote control for the 
operational tool based on the cable TV broadband network. The television banking is 
in its initial stage due to its limited number of customers, this provide services like 
bank card transfer, inquiry and bill payment. 

6.ix) Virtual Banking: The use of wireless application protocol technologies to 
deliver banking services. Virtual banking is with the aid of such technological 
products where virtual currencies such as bit coin are being traded. 

6.x) Cross Selling:Selling bank products and services to existing customers like 
credit cards, financial investments, certificates of deposits, loans etc. 

6.xi) Electronic Funds Transfer: It is a system of transferring fund from one bank 
account to another bank account directly without any hassles. 

7. TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATIONS IN BANKING: 

Banking industry has become highly competitive today. IT strongly supports this 
development. IT improves the operations and helps in cutting down the cost of 
transaction costs for the customers. The remarkable innovations in the field of 
information technology in banking sector are listed below: 
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7.1. Automated Teller Machine (ATM) in 1969:Today ATMs are equipped with 
modern technology and various other features. According to available data 2.3 
millionsATMs were installed in 2010 which increased to 2.4 millions in 2011 where 
as it increased to 3 million by 2014 and by 2018 3.7 millions of ATMs can be seen 
globally.  

 

7.2. Card based system in 1980s – 1990s:Card based system i.e., Debit Cards and 
Credit Cards. The amount of Debit Card transactions are increased rapidly worldwide. 
In the year 2016 the credit India has 846.7 Million debit cards and 36.2 Million credit 
cards. 

 

7.3. Electronic Clearing Services in 1995:Electronic Clearing Services was 
introduced by RBI in 1995, to Automated Clearing house system. ECS has two 
types.First, ECS Debit clearing services (operates on the principles of “single credit 
multiple debit”  used by utility service providers for collection of electricity bills, 
telephone bills and other charges and also by banks for collection of principal and 
interest repayments).  Second, Credit clearing services (handles bulk and repetitive 
payment ofECS Credit handles bulk and repetitive payment like salary, dividend, 
pension, interest etc).  

7.4. Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) in 2000:This enables an account holder of a 
bank to electronically transfer funds to another account holder with any other bank. 

7.5. Real Time Gross Settlements (RTGS) in 2004:The introduction of RTGS was 
instrumental in the development of infrastructure for Systematically Important 
Payment System (SIPS) and it settles all interbank payments. To ensure that RTGS 
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system is used only for large value transactions, the 
set to be 2 lakhs. 

7.6. National Electron
variant of EFT was implemented to facilitate one to one fund transfer requirement of 
individuals as well as corporate. It uses
(SFMS) for EFT message creation and transmission from the branch to the banks 
gateway and to the NEFT centre, so that funds are transferred securely.

8. Digital buyers in India:

The number of digital buyers in
chart shows in the year 2014 the digital buyers was 54.1 Million and it has been 
increased to 239.7 million in the year 2019. This shows the major customers depends 
digital banking. 

9. Mobile phone internet user in World Wide:

The above chart represents the mobile phone internet users in World Wide. In 2014 
the users were 48.8% of total world population and it has been increased to 63.4% in 
the year 2019. This shows more than 50% of total population 
this will have impact on Internet Banking.
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FINDINGS: 

The research has thrown light on 
banking industry. The findings from the 
sources reveal that: 

• Information Technology leads to saving the time of the customers and the 
employees. 

• Information Technology cut
transactions.  

• To discuses regarding im
sample survey reviles that 98% of customers are awar
industry. 

• 92.2% feels IT has positive impact on banking industry. 
• Amongst all the services ATM (29.9) and in

services by customers.
• 70.1% believe that introduction of IT has helped in drastic increase in 

business. 
• Major issues with it in banking services Security, legal issues, building 

skilled personnel and educating people about technological banking products 
are some of the major issues or problems in the use of Information 
Technology.                     
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The research has thrown light on the fact that how IT has been of great impact on 
The findings from the questionnaires and from various other 

Information Technology leads to saving the time of the customers and the 

Information Technology cut-down the expenses and facilitating the network 
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Amongst all the services ATM (29.9) and internet banking (64.9) is m
services by customers. 
70.1% believe that introduction of IT has helped in drastic increase in 
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skilled personnel and educating people about technological banking products 
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SUGGESTIONS: 

• Security: Internet banking could leads to theft of money through cyber crime. 
Therefore need to put firewalls, virus protection software and encryption 
program.  

• Legal Issues: to overcome legal issues, IT Act provides the security and legal 
framework for e- commerce transactions.   

• Building–up of skilled personnel: hire application developers and database 
administrators who can handle the applications under fair supervision. 

• Embrace online banking technology: Banks must offer the standard online 
services like fingerprint readers, card readers, and other emerging financial 
technologies and ensure reduced fraud, increased privacy and with increased 
innovative technology to facilitate customer satisfaction. 

CONCLUSION: 

Today e-banking with Information Technology have revolutionised e-banking 
services worldwide. The ATMs, E-banking, Net banking and Mobile banking facility 
has been popularized among the customers. Today’s generation is showing a keen 
interest in adopting technology enabled banking facility and Payment settlement 
systems like RTGS,NEFT, EFT, ECS, and CTS. The transformation in banking 
services is providing various facilities to customers with anytime and anywhere 
access to their accounts and it could even do more to customers if both bankers and IT 
engineers work constructively as a team to develop new leading edge technologies 
which is more cost effective and efficient in providing e-banking services. 
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